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Chapter 1631: Hope You Don’t Regret 

Chapter 1631 I hope you don’t regret it 

Geo Daqiu was actually waiting for Lin Kai’s words. 

Naturally, he didn’t want to eat. After all, his daughter had become like this. In addition, Lin Kai was very 

likely to treat his daughter well, and he was impatient. 

However, as the host, he also wanted Lin Kai, so of course he asked Lin Kai to eat first and entertain him. 

He didn’t expect that Lin Shanxi took the initiative to eat so fast. 

Qiao Daqiu gratefully glanced at Lin Kai, then stood up in an instant, and said politely, “Ms. Lin, and Miss 

Xu, come with me.” 

As Geo Daqiu said, he started to go to the stairs. The villa of Jordaqiu has three floors. 

Geordaqiu went straight to the third floor and went straight up. 

Lin Kai and Xu Qingcheng followed Qiao Daqiu. 

Soon, Geordaqiu came to the third floor, the innermost room. 

Lin Kai frowned slightly when he saw the location of this room. 

By this time Qiao Daqiu had already arrived. He knocked on the door of this room and said, “Shanshan, I 

have brought an expert in traditional Chinese medicine to see you.” 

Qiao Daqiu should know that his daughter Qiao Shanshan would not take the initiative to open the door, 

nor would he respond. 

So he simply opened the door directly, so that he could immediately see the scene in the room. 

However, the windows of the room were closed tightly, and the curtains were drawn down. In addition 

to the location of this room, it was the kind of backlit. So the lighting is not very good, resulting in dark 

inside. 

Fortunately, when the door opened, one could vaguely see that in a dark corner of the room, there was 

a teenage girl curled up there. 

Because of her head down, her hair was scattered on both sides, so she couldn’t see exactly what she 

looked like. 

“She is the daughter Qiao Shanshan.” Qiao Daqiu looked at the girl in the dark corner of the room and 

gave a wry smile: “I used to be a cheerful girl. Since that night, she has become like this. Except for such 

autistic accidents, even from time to time. Talking to himself.” 

Xu Qingcheng felt very strange when she heard Qiao Daqiu say this, but she didnt believe that there was 

something evil in this world, so she couldnt help but look at the girl in the dark corner and asked softly, 

“Shanshan, is someone bullying you? I cant tell my sister that my sister is a teacher.” 



Although Xu Qingcheng was a university teacher, he had been a middle school teacher for a year before 

doing an internship. The age of teenagers in middle school is the most likely to be rebellious and also the 

most pervasive age, and it is also prone to be bullied by other students, leading to psychological 

problems. 

Even at the university, the counselor is also responsible for the psychological condition of the students. 

They are afraid that the student’s pressure is too great, or in other situations, it is not good if they have 

psychological problems. 

Xu Qingcheng thought that Qiao Shanshan had a psychological problem, so she said to Qiao Shanshan. 

Qiao Shanshan may have heard Xu Qingcheng’s words, and raised her head slightly, but not completely. 

He just glanced at Xu Qingcheng, because his hair had completely covered his face, only a pair of cold 

eyes were exposed, and he looked at Xu Qingcheng. 

It was just a glance, and he didn’t look at it again, and didn’t respond at all, so he continued to lower his 

head and ignored it. 

At this time, Xu Qingcheng couldn’t help but shook her head. She really didn’t want to communicate 

with her. After all, she was not a professional psychologist. 

Lin Kai narrowed his eyes and looked at Qiao Shanshan in the corner of the room. He turned his head 

first, looked at Xu Qingcheng, and said with a smile: “In the morning class, I talked about a method of 

seeing, hearing, and cutting in Chinese medicine. Can you pass it? What do you see from the method I 

said?” 

Xu Qingcheng immediately gave Lin Kai a blank look: “This is not so easy to learn. I think even the old 

Professor Yang Deren will need to torture for at least a few years before this can happen.” 

Xu Qingcheng said, as if thinking of something, she quickly said, “Mr. Lin, did you see it?” 

In the morning lecture open class, Lin Kai spent one class time to make accurate judgments for most of 

the students present. He said what the problem was and gave the treatment plan. 

This hand can be called a genius doctor. That’s why, those classmates, including her, admire Lin Kai. 

But at present, it seems that Qiao Shanshan has a psychological problem, thinking that Lin Kai can’t 

always see what caused the psychological change at a glance. 

Although the psychological aspect is also medicine, it is actually two aspects. 

Of course, there are still some ways in Chinese medicine to relax psychologically. But she still didn’t 

think that Lin Kai could tell at a glance. 

Lin Kai smiled when he heard the words, and responded, “I can tell, that’s it, Qiao Shanshan is because 

of other reasons.” 

When he said this, he paused for a while, and said to Qiao Daqiu and Xu Qingcheng, “Believe me, you 

two can stand outside the door. I will go in and close the door, and chat with Qiao Shanshan alone. It 

should be a high probability. It can be cured.” 



Lin Kai didn’t tell the real reason. He told Qiao Daqiu and Xu Qingcheng that Qiao Daqiu was okay, but 

he still knew something, but what happened to his daughter would be unacceptable. 

As for Xu Qingcheng, it’s better to know or not to know. 

Qiao Daqiu heard Lin Kai say this, vaguely guessing something, and worried again, but when he saw Lin 

Kai’s calm appearance, he felt relieved. 

But Xu Qingcheng was curious. She came to see Lin Kai seeing the patient, so why didn’t she let her see 

it at this time. 

And how she felt that it seemed strange. 

Therefore, Xu Qingcheng couldn’t help asking Xiang Lin Kai and said, “Mr. Lin, can I go with you?” 

Xu Qingcheng wanted to see how Lin Kai treated Qiao Shanshan. In her opinion, Qiao Shanshan is indeed 

not a physical condition. Otherwise, so many medical experts and advanced equipment of various 

hospitals would not be able to detect it. 

In Chinese medicine, nothing was detected. Then there is only one possibility, not physical problems, but 

psychological problems. 

Does Lin Kai know psychology? 

This made Xu Qingcheng even more curious, so she wanted to take a look and learn. 

Lin Kai groaned, seeing Xu Qingcheng looking so expectant, shook her head and said, “It’s alright, I hope 

you don’t regret it.” 

“Look aside, what can I regret.” 

Xu Qingcheng was stunned, then curled his lips. 

And Qiao Daqiu looked deeply at Xu Qingcheng, a little speechless, he didn’t say much, so he left the 

room, and brought the door to the room by the way. 

At the same time, Lin Kai began to walk towards Qiao Shanshan in the dark corner. 

Xu Qingcheng immediately followed Lin Kai’s side. 

Chapter 1632: Wish Not Yet 

Chapter 1632 

As the door of the room was closed, it became dim again. 

Xu Qingcheng took out the phone while following Lin Kai closely, only to turn on the screen, using the 

brightness of the screen to slightly disperse the surrounding darkness. 

She didn’t turn on the flashlight of the phone because she didn’t know what Qiaoshanshan was, so she 

couldn’t turn on the flashlight completely. 

In addition, the closer she gets to Qiao Shanshan, she can feel the inexplicable cold. 



Xu Qingcheng always felt that she was getting more and more weird, especially not long ago, she asked 

Lin Kai to go in and have a look. 

As a result, Lin Kai said, I hope she will not regret it. And she also noticed that when Joda Qiu closed the 

door, he gave her a weird look. This made her follow Lin Kai even more closely. 

Especially the next moment, Xu Qingcheng was shocked. 

Because Lin Kai had already walked to Qiao Shanshan’s body, then Lin Kai said to Qiao Shanshan, “I’m 

dead, why bother with the little girl. It seems that you didn’t hurt the little girl, nor did you harm 

anyone, you Is there any unfulfilled wish?” 

Yes, Qiao Shanshan was occupied by an evil soul. 

But this evil evil didn’t harm the little girl or other people. 

If it really hurts the little girl or other people, Lin Kaizi would not be too nonsense, but chose to shoot 

directly. Suppress. 

But this evil evildoer is a little different, so Lin Kai asked the situation first. 

But his words made Xu Qingcheng stunned, with a dazed expression. What does Lin Kai mean? Why did 

she feel that she shouldn’t come in with Lin Kai. 

Although Xu Qingcheng still doesn’t know exactly what the situation is, she does regret coming in now. 

It is true that when he heard Lin Kai’s words, he raised his head slightly, his hair still covered his face, but 

the pair of cold eyes that were exposed still carried a surprised look. 

It seemed that Lin Kai could see that Lin Kai thought that Lin Kai was a Taoist or something, so he coldly 

said to Lin Kai, “It has nothing to do with you!” 

This voice is not like the voice of a little girl at all, it is more like the voice of an adult girl. 

Xu Qingcheng was stunned. She couldn’t help but think of what Qiao Daqiu said before, that Qiao 

Shanshan was with a few classmates and was seeking excitement at midnight. So in an accidental 

classroom, I played a four-corner game. 

Although nothing happened during the whole process, Qiao Shanshan was the last to leave the 

classroom. Since then, Qiao Shanshan’s whole person has changed. 

Could it be that there is really something evil in this world? 

Xu Qingcheng regretted it more and more. Why did she take the initiative to come in? She only felt that 

her whole worldview was about to collapse. No wonder Lin Kai also said, I hope she won’t regret coming 

in. 

Xu Qingcheng almost wanted to cry without tears, and she was also shocked by Lin Kai. 

Lin Kai just like a okay person, talking in front of Qiao Shanshan, just like a big brother, comforting his 

sister. 



At this time, Lin Kai continued to speak: “You should be the intern teacher who died in the classroom? It 

is estimated that there is something wrong that has not disappeared. 

A few little girls, what kind of psychic game happened to be there in the middle of the night, to wake 

you up again, and then occupy this little girl’s body. Moreover, your temporary ability is not at home yet, 

so you have been occupying your body and not going out. “ 

Qiao Shanshan looked at Lin Kai even more surprised: “How are you, can you tell?” 

Xu Qingcheng almost fainted when she heard the conversation between the two. If God gave her a 

chance to come back again, she would never choose to come in with Lin Kai! 

It was just her guess, but now the dialogue between Lin Kai and Qiao Shanshan is completely confirmed, 

as she guessed! 

Lin Kai said indifferently: “Don’t doubt my ability, what do you want?” 

He also gradually lost his patience. If this evil spirit is still obsessed with understanding, he doesn’t mind 

and will suppress it. 

Qiao Shanshan looked even more impatient than Lin Kai, and sneered: “I said, it has nothing to do with 

you! Death!” 

Qiao Shanshan screamed, and immediately stood up, just to attack Lin Kai quickly. 

With the help of the faint light from the screen of the mobile phone, those pale hands and sharp nails 

swept across Lin Kai’s neck, as if he wanted to cut Lin Kai’s neck suddenly. 

Xu Qingcheng was directly frightened, backed a few steps with an ah, and then looked at Lin Kai 

extremely worried. 

However, she was stunned to find that Lin Kai stood motionless. She thought Qiao Shanshan had done 

to Lin Kai, but through Lin Kai’s calm expression, it didn’t seem like that at all. 

Especially at the next moment, Xu Qingcheng was shocked, because Qiao Shanshan couldn’t get close to 

Lin Kai at all, nor could she reach Lin Kai with her hands. 

As if there was a wall of air, it prevented Qiao Shanshan from approaching Lin Kai. 

Qiao Shanshan was also very shocked, no matter how she went to catch Lin Kai, she couldn’t get a 

corner of Lin Kai’s clothes, let alone people. 

Naturally, Lin Kai used his qi in secret, preventing Qiao Shanshan from approaching him. 

He looked at Qiao Shanshan at the moment, and said lightly: “I have said it, don’t doubt my ability.” 

Qiao Shanshan gave up in an instant, with a decadent expression on her face, she returned to the corner 

and said to Lin Kai: “I will think about it first, and I will tell you when I want to play.” 

Lin Kai couldn’t help but said, “You can, but you have to get out of this little girl. The little girl is 

innocent, and I can provide you with a place.” 



The reason why Lin Kai was so polite was that Qiao Shanshan had not revealed any killing intent before. 

Doing that is just to scare him away. 

If Qiao Shanshan really showed murderous intent just now, Lin Kai would backhand to suppress it. 

Obviously, the evil creature occupying Qiaoshanshan seems to be unwilling. So far, there is no motive. If 

there is really any harm to people, Lin Kai will take action. 

Anyway, the strength of this evil monster is quite average. Don’t talk about him, An Xiaoran dealt with it 

casually. 

As expected by Lin Kai, Qiao Shanshan muttered to herself at this time: “I am not innocent, I am framed! 

And the person who framed me is still at large! I hate it! I really don’t have the skills right now. Go out, 

but I’m trying my best to break into the little girl’s body. 

When I succeed, I will kill the one who hurt me! After killing, I will come out of this little **** my own! 

At that time, I will dissipate in this world voluntarily, and will not harm other innocent people! I only kill 

and frame my people! “ 

Lin Kai glanced at Qiao Shanshan indifferently, and said, “Honestly speaking, with your ability, there is 

no way to get along with this little girl. Let alone seek revenge, I am afraid that you will not even be able 

to get out of this room, or even yourself Will dissipate.” 

Chapter 1633: He Doesn’t Marry 

Chapter 1633 

Lin Kai didn’t even joking, he could naturally see that the evil creature occupying Qiao Shanshan’s body 

was very weak because it did not harm anyone. Don’t take the initiative to absorb, what kind of evil 

spirits. 

In addition, he stayed in the world for several years and became very weak, and there was no way to 

take revenge. 

When Lin Kai said this, the evil man who occupied Qiao Shanshan suddenly became silent. 

Lin Kai continued to speak: “It is precisely because you have never harmed anyone. I only want revenge. 

I didn’t directly suppress you. Since I encountered this matter, I will help you. Tell me the specific 

situation. , If I think you are right, I will avenge you and let you rest in peace, so as not to lose your soul.” 

“But what you said is true?” The evil creature occupying Qiao Shanshan immediately became suspicious. 

Lin Kai’s expression remained unchanged, and he said lightly: “Whether it is true or false, you have only 

this choice. Don’t doubt my ability, I can directly suppress you.” 

“Is it?” 

The evil creature occupying Qiao Shanshan suddenly snorted, but in fact she still believed in Lin Kai. 

Because the methods Lin Kai used before, really have the ability to suppress her. However, she still had 

some unbelief, and Lin Shan met to help her get revenge. 



When Lin Kai heard this, he turned his true energy, and was about to directly force out the evil creatures 

occupying Qiao Shanshan. 

The evil creature occupying Qiao Shanshan was shocked when she saw this. She could sense Lin Kai, and 

she was about to use an inexplicable and powerful force. She hurriedly said, “I believe you! I believe 

you!” 

Lin Kai heard the words, only then put away his movements, but he raised a hand, pointed at the spatial 

ring he was wearing, and said, “You come in first.” 

This spatial ring is a low-level magic weapon, living creatures cannot enter, but evil creatures themselves 

are dead, so they can still enter. 

The evil creature occupying Qiaoshanshan did not hesitate any more, and decisively came out of 

Qiaoshanshan’s body, and then flew into the space ring. 

Qiao Shanshan fainted, and if she recovered slightly, she would be able to wake up. 

Seeing this, Lin Kai turned his head to look at Xu Qingcheng, and said, “Teacher Xu, you can help me 

carry Qiao Shanshan to the bed. I have to treat Qiao Shanshan to get rid of the evil spirit.” 

Although the evil creatures occupying Qiao Shanshan are good, they are evil ones after all, and they are 

still a bit harmful to Qiao Shanshan’s body. 

Lin Kai now wants to get rid of the hidden danger of Qiao Shanshan. 

Xu Qingcheng was completely startled, and when she heard Lin Kai say this, she gradually recovered her 

senses, and then cautiously went to carry Qiao Shanshan, who was in a coma, onto the bed. 

Lin Kai first turned on the light in the room, then took out a needle and stuck it into Qiao Shanshan’s 

skin. 

Seeing Lin Kai’s actions, Xu Qingcheng couldn’t help asking, “Mr. Lin, is that…that, really evil?” 

Lin Kai nodded: “I told you in advance, but unfortunately, you didn’t listen to me.” 

When Xu Qingcheng heard this, she smiled bitterly: “Who knows this is the case, I really regret coming 

in. I never expected that after living for more than 20 years, I realized that there are really evil in this 

world.” 

Lin Kai smiled faintly: “There are only a few evil evildoers, not to mention, there are people behind you 

who are protecting you. So, you don’t have to worry about anything.” 

There is protection behind what he said, and naturally it belongs to the Huaxia Mansion. 

As Lin Kai said, he stuck it again, and then withdrew the needle. He didn’t input zhenqi, he didn’t need 

zhenqi, he just needed to dilute the Yin and evil Qi on the acupoints. 

At the moment when the needle was put away, Qiao Shanshan woke up. 

Although Qiaoshanshan was taken over by the evil evildoer, Qiaoshanshan’s consciousness still existed. 



To be precise, Qiao Shanshan knew the existence of the evil from the perspective of God, and also knew 

that her parents took her to various hospitals and famous doctors before. 

However, it is the evil that is leading the body, and Qiao Shanshan has nothing to do, allowing the evil to 

control her body. 

Therefore, when Lin Kai dealt with the evil man, Qiao Shanshan also saw it clearly. 

When she woke up, she had forgotten her fear. After all, she was taken over by the evil gangster, but at 

this time she turned into a little girl, looked at Lin Kai with an idiot, and said excitedly: “Big brother! You 

are great! You are the kind of powerful Taoist priest in the film and television series!” 

Lin Kai shook his head speechlessly: “No.” 

“Brother, you are! What a handsome Taoist priest!” 

Qiao Shanshan was only fifteen or sixteen years old. She was a teenage girl. Seeing Lin Kai so powerful 

and handsome, she suddenly became Lin Kai’s little fan. 

Lin Kai was speechless. He had already closed Qiao Shanshan’s consciousness before he knew it. 

Fortunately, Geo Daqiu outside the door, when he heard the shout of his daughter Qiao Shanshan 

inside, he opened the door excitedly and saw his daughter Qiao Shanshan, who was fine. 

Qiao Daqiu breathed a sigh of relief, but looked at Lin Kai very gratefully, and thanked him very much: 

“Thank you Lin! Thank you Lin!” 

Before Lin Kai said anything, Qiao Shanshan on the side also said with joy: “Dad, you know this big 

brother! Dad, I will marry this big brother in the future! It’s not he who doesn’t marry!” 

Geordaqiu looked dazed and didn’t know what was going on. 

However, he quickly saw that his daughter’s admiration for Lin Kai suddenly understood. 

Qiao Daqiu couldn’t help but shook his head, and smiled at Lin: “Don’t take it seriously, children.” 

Qiao Daqiu knew that Lin Kai was surrounded by beautiful women, and even the national goddess Yin 

Suyan was dealt with by Lin Kai. His daughter was still young. Even if he grew up in the future, he would 

not be worthy of Lin Kai. 

Qiao Shanshan was about to say something, but at this moment, Hu Yingying heard Dong’s house and 

came to the room. Seeing that my daughter is all right, I am very grateful to Lin Kai. 

Immediately, Qiao Daqiu asked Hu Yingying to take Qiao Shanshan away for a bath. After all, Qiao 

Shanshan has been staying in the room these days. 

In addition, Qiao Shanshan has been clamoring that when she grows up, Lin Kai will not marry. 

This made Lin Kai and Xu Qingcheng both smile, this little girl film is really a teenage girl. 

In fact, don’t talk about Qiao Shanshan, even Xu Qingcheng is always happy with Lin. 



But Xu Qingcheng also knew that she probably had no hope. She understood that the relationship 

between Dong Shu and Lin Kai was very good. 

At this time, Qiao Daqiu thanked Lin Kai again and said, “Mr. Lin, thank you again! Mr. Lin is indeed a 

**** and can really be solved easily.” 

After talking about this, Qiao Daqiu asked cautiously, and said: “That…that Mr. Lin, is my daughter really 

infected with something, evil?” 

Chapter 1634: Her Invitation 

Chapter 1634: Her Invitation 

Qiao Daqiu still cares about this matter very much. In his opinion, if it is really evil, it can be more serious 

than getting sick. 

Lin Kai saw that Qiao Daqiu looked so worried, and shook his head: “You don’t need to know the extra, 

let your daughter not fiddle with those things in the future.” 

Although Lin Kai didn’t say it clearly, Qiao Daqiu immediately understood, and he nodded and 

responded: “Mr. Lin, I definitely don’t let Shanshan touch those again.” 

After Qiao Daqiu finished speaking, he hurriedly invited Lin Kai and Xu Qingcheng to the living room. 

They made good tea again and thanked them again and again. 

Lin Kai didn’t stay much, and Xu Qingcheng left here soon. 

Originally, Lin Kai was planning to send Xu Qingcheng back to Nanjiao City, but Xu Qingcheng didn’t 

bother Lin Kai, so she took a taxi back. 

Xu Qingcheng insisted on taking a taxi back, but Lin Kai had to give up. 

Lin Kai originally planned to go home first, and then ask the evil in the space ring exactly what 

happened. 

Just before he could drive far away, an unfamiliar international long-distance call came over. 

Lin Kai frowned slightly, then picked it up. 

Before he could speak, the phone rang immediately with an extremely familiar voice: “Mr. Lin Kai, it’s 

me, Anna Xili, still in China.” 

Lin Kai frowned deeper. Anna Xili did not return to China after being treated by him, but stayed in China 

instead. And he knew his phone number, and he had obviously been investigated. 

Lin happily thought, calmly pretending to be surprised and said: “It turned out to be Miss Anna Xili, I said 

why there is an international long-distance call. By the way, why are you still in China, don’t you go 

back?” 

The next moment, Anna Xili responded: “Mr. Lin Kai, I saw that you had something of your own last 

night, so I didnt bother you. You should be free now? I want to see you, thank you in person, yesterday 

The disease that has plagued me for several years has been cured.” 



Lin Kai naturally declined to say: “Ms. Anna Xili, I have already returned to the East China Sea, and I am 

about to go home. It is not too early now, I think I will have the opportunity in the future, and it will not 

be too late to thank you. What’s more, I have also said that Now, the benevolent doctor. I treat you with 

the benevolent attitude of the doctor, so you don’t need to thank you so much.” 

Anna Xili seemed to know that Lin meeting was so evasive, she couldn’t help but smiled and said, “Mr. 

Lin Kai, it’s a coincidence. I’m on the golf course in the East China Sea. I should be very close to you? It 

doesn’t take much time, right, God. Heaven Pirate Master. You stole a lot of Chinese antiques from my 

family. 

If I spread this news, I believe it will be from your Huaxia country, ours, or other countries. I guess they 

will be watching you, right? You shouldn’t want this. “ 

Lin Kai’s eyes narrowed slightly, Anna Xili really found out his identity, and his face was calm. He wasn’t 

afraid, Anna Xili leaked the news. 

But there are some things that must be made clear. Since Anna Xili already knew his identity, he had 

nothing to hide. 

Therefore, Lin Kai said lightly: “There are two golf courses in the East China Sea, which one are you at?” 

The picture on the phone was very surprised. Lin Jianhui said that. After a short silence, Anna Xili did not 

immediately respond to Lin Kai’s words. Instead, she asked: “Why did you just admit it? Aren’t I 

deliberately trying to defraud you? Maybe I doubt you, but I dont have any evidence.” 

Lin Kai said, “I know you. If you are not particularly certain, it would not be the case. The most important 

thing is that you check my phone number and know that I am in the East China Sea, and you ran to the 

East China Sea again. Obviously, You have investigated a lot of my things.” 

Lin Kai’s face was calm. He was not surprised that Anna Xili could find him so quickly. Because of Anna 

Xili’s identity, it was much more noble than any daughter or even young master he had met abroad. 

Just because Anna Xili has a double identity, her natal family is one of the several large foreign families, 

or the family with the deepest heritage. 

The father belongs to the royal family of a great country, and she is a royal princess. 

Investigating Lin Kai is naturally easy. 

Of course, only the revealed information can be investigated, and the deeper information, even if Anna 

Xili mobilizes more forces, cannot be investigated. 

As Lin Kai is the owner of the Ninth Mountain of Jiulong Mountain, and has other identities, the country 

is naturally kept secret under the highest secret. 

At this time, Anna Xili smiled after hearing Lin Kai’s words: “Sure enough, I am still the familiar thief. I am 

currently at the Donghai International Golf Course, very close to you. I am waiting for you.” 

When Lin Kai heard this, he did not expect it, Anna Xili had already cleared his surface information to the 

investigation. He even knew where he was not long ago. 



There are two golf courses in the East China Sea, both of the same size, and they are both places 

frequently visited by upper class people. 

A golf course, located in a luxury hotel, that place is very close to the city center. This place is often 

chosen because of its convenience, whether it is geographical location or luxury hotels. 

And it’s still newly built, which is better. 

There is another place, just at the edge of the city, where there are mountains and rivers, and the 

environment is very good. This is the Donghai International Golf Course. 

The villa of Qiao Daqiu’s family is quite close to the Donghai International Golf Course. 

Therefore, after Lin Kai thought for a while, he turned a corner at the corner and drove straight to the 

Donghai International Golf Course. 

When he arrived at Donghai International Golf Course, Lin Kai was about to ask the staff here. 

The beautiful translator next to Anna Xili directly spoke to the staff and said: “He was invited by my 

lady.” 

The staff member immediately understood that he hadn’t registered with Lin Kai or anything. 

Lin Kai looked at the beautiful translator and said, “Where is your lady now?” 

In addition to golf, this Donghai International Golf Course also has other leisure areas. It covers a large 

area, so I have to ask. 

But this beautiful translator is also the bodyguard next to Anna Xili. Therefore, she still looked at Lin Kai 

unkindly, and said, “Ms. Anna Hillis identity is not what you can imagine, so when you see Miss Anna 

Hilli, you must be polite, not like yesterday Like that.” 

Lin Kai smiled secretly when he heard this. This beautiful translator didn’t know his true identity. If he 

knew, this beautiful translator would never say that to him. 

It seems that Anna Xili did not tell this beauty translator. 

Lin Kai thought of this, and nodded secretly. Anna Xili shouldn’t disclose his information, but just invited 

him over for this reason. 

Chapter 1635: Conversation 

Chapter 1635 

Lin Kai didn’t say much to this beautiful translator, just smiled and responded, “No problem.” 

This beautiful translator was slightly relieved, because yesterday, when Lin Kai treated Anna Xili, she was 

too bold. It was the first time she saw that Anna Xili would have such an intimate behavior with a 

strange man. 

Her responsibility is not only to serve as an external translator for Anna Xili, but also one of the 

bodyguards to guard Anna Xili. He was also a personal bodyguard, and he still had the obligation to let 

Lin Kai stop making any impertinent actions. 



Immediately, this beautiful translator led Lin Kai into a certain VIP area of the Golf Course. 

This is a private area. On a green grassy field, Anna Xili is wearing casual clothes, a single ponytail, and a 

baseball cap, where she is playing golf alone. 

The beauty translator continued to take Lin Kai to Anna Xili’s side, and then said to Anna Xili: “Miss, 

people have brought them.” 

Because she was facing her back, Anna Xili stopped at this moment, and she turned around immediately 

when she played golf, looked at Lin Kai first, and then turned to the beauty of the translator, and said: 

“You go back first. Mr. Lin Kai and I will talk separately.” 

The beauty translator felt strange for an instant. Generally speaking, Anna Xili would not let her leave 

even if she was thankful. Even if it was the opposite, Anna Xili was cured, it would not be the case. 

It is entirely possible to reward Lin Kai with money, rights, and status, but this is the first time a beauty 

translator sees it with a strange man. Anna Xili will be like this. 

The beauty translator was very conscientious, and couldn’t help saying: “Miss, I don’t worry, I’d better 

stay. But I can stand nearby.” 

Anna Xili shook her head and said, “No, I don’t worry about Mr. Lin Kai. Are you right, Mr. Lin Kai?” 

Lin Kai glanced at Anna Xili unexpectedly when he heard the words. He didn’t expect Anna Xili would 

trust him so much. Although Anna Xili’s own strength is also possible, but it is not as good as that 

beautiful translation. 

What’s more, Anna Xili still knows part of his strength. 

And that beautiful translator was even more surprised than Lin Kai, and she never expected that Anna 

Xili would say so. 

But Anna Xili had said so, she naturally didn’t dare to go against it, so she had to look at Lin Kai with a 

warning gaze first, and then retreated far away. 

The beautiful translator stood in the distance, still staring at Lin Kai and Anna Xili, she was afraid that Lin 

Kai would have any disadvantage to Anna Xili. 

Anna Xili was not in a hurry to say anything to Lin Kai at this time. She picked up the golf club first, and 

then slowly shot a ball. The ball flew a long way, and then a perfect hole. 

Obviously, Anna Heily doesn’t know how many times she has played Gougher. She is very proficient and 

may be at the level of a professional player. 

Anna Xili did not turn around, and continued to wave the golf ball in her hand, but this time, while 

waving, she said to Lin Kai: “This world is very big and very small. After half a year, she is here, I can still 

meet you. Even, you have completely cured my disease.” 

Lin Kai didn’t say anything, waiting for Anna Xili to continue. 



Sure enough, Anna Xili continued to say the next moment: “You stole my family, a lot of the national 

treasures of China Guoguo. Actually, I don’t blame you, because these belong to your China. But 

because of you, I am Suffered a lot of twists and turns. 

Fortunately, my ability made those people shut up in the end. Especially those from the royal family, 

therefore, I will also become the next heir to my family, and it will also affect the future royal family’s 

choices. So, should I thank you, or should I thank you? “ 

Lin Kai shook his head secretly when hearing Anna Xili’s account. He knew what Anna Xili was. 

Of course, there are many things involved in this, but right or wrong can’t be explained. 

At this time, Anna Heily hit a ball again. This time, she missed it a bit, and the golf ball was a little too far 

from the hole. 

Anna Xili turned around, her eyes were full of curiosity, and she asked Lin Kai: “How did you change your 

appearance? I once wondered if you were wearing a human skin mask. And so on, it turned out to be 

not. 

If it weren’t for me yesterday, I still remember the way you treated me, as well as the temperament in 

your eyes. Otherwise, it would be hard for me to imagine that I should be alone. “ 

When Lin Kai heard this, he smiled faintly: “Understand the culture of Huaxia Kingdom, you will know 

that there is a way in our Huaxia Kingdom to do this, without any masks or the like. That is the disguise 

technique, you should also know. What status am I. In the process of carrying out tasks, especially when 

facing your country, you still have to be cautious.” 

Lin Kai paused, then said, “So…” 

Before Lin Kai could finish speaking, Anna Xili handed the golf club to Lin Kai and said, “Do you want to 

play?” 

Lin Kai opened his mouth and said, “I haven’t played, so forget it.” 

“Oh?” Anna Xili was surprised that Lin Kai hadn’t played before, so she couldn’t help but said: “If you just 

hit a ball into the hole today, I won’t pursue your previous affairs.” 

Lin Kai actually waited for this sentence, how can I put it, half a year ago, he was also doing the task, but 

it was quite complicated for Anna Xili. 

Mainly when getting along with Anna Xili, it has exceeded the normal relationship between men and 

women. 

It is precisely because of this that Lin Kai is silent. But for other reasons, he still had to take Anna Xili out 

of China to avoid any accidents. 

After all, Anna Xili still underestimated China, and only brought some people who were not so strong. 

Therefore, Lin Kai said without hesitation: “Okay, but if I can get a goal into the hole, you will leave China 

immediately. I am not driving you away, but there are some things that I haven’t finished yet, yes. You 

are still very disadvantaged.” 



Not only was Lin Yuan’s threat, but more importantly, Lin Yuan seemed to have met a very powerful 

hidden family this time. 

That very powerful hidden family has passed on for thousands of years. 

Lin Kai was not afraid, but he was afraid of Lin Yuan’s conspiracy. 

What he understands is that Lin Yuan has been there for several days with the senior leaders of Leiyuan 

Group, and he is probably coming back soon. 

When he came back, there must be some big action, which Lin Kai wanted to guard against. 

Fortunately, he controlled Wei Shifeng, the senior leader of the Leiyuan Group, and arranged for the 

Yinshen to keep an eye on the current middle-level actions of the Leiyuan Group. 

At that time, if Lin Yuan really wants to make any big moves, he can be fully prepared in advance. 

Chapter 1636: Win And Lose 

Chapter 1636 

Anna Xili smiled when Lin Kai said this, “I have no problem, anyway, I am in China, and I won’t stay for 

too long. If you really win, I will buy a ticket for tomorrow morning and fly back.” “ 

Lin Kai smiled suddenly: “Explain in advance, I really don’t know how to golf, but I’m the one who knows 

how to play. I just saw you scored two goals, so don’t be surprised later.” 

“Really?” Anna Xili didn’t believe it, and Lin Kai could really learn it right away. 

The reason why she said that was mainly because she could see that Lin Kai was indeed a novice when 

he picked up the golf club. She herself is very talented in golf. 

Even if the talent is good, it took years of practice to score a goal. 

As a result, Anna Xili took the initiative to put forward the request of winning or losing. She didn’t think 

that Lin Kai, a novice, could score a goal. 

Lin Kai didn’t say anything more about this, he still used facts to speak. 

He is indeed a newcomer to Gougher, but it does not prevent him from scoring a hole. 

He immediately swung the golf club in his hand and threw it over with great ease. 

When Anna Xili saw Lin Kai sling the golf club like this, the corner of her mouth immediately smiled. She 

was indeed a novice, and she did so. In this case, it is basically impossible to achieve a hole in one. 

However, the next moment, Anna Xili’s smile instantly solidified, but she showed a shocked look, just 

because Lin flew the ball far, and flew directly into the hole. 

You know, although Anna Xili’s shot before, although it also went in, it was not so perfect, but it was 

near the hole and rolled in slowly. 

But Lin Kai flew directly into the cave. It’s like playing basketball, just like a three-point hollow ball, 

without getting a basketball stick or basketball net. 



After all, Anna Xili had seen a big scene. After a brief shock, she praised Lin Kai from the bottom of her 

heart: “It really is the man I admire. I lost. How did you learn it right away? And it’s still so perfect. Is 

there any skill in doing it? Can you teach me?” 

Lin Kai nodded: “Okay, you hold the golf club, I will teach you.” 

Anna Xili looked pleased, she herself liked the golf ball, plus the man she admired, and called her 

personally, she was naturally very pleased. 

Immediately, Anna Xili picked up the golf club of the golf ball. 

Lin Kai grabbed Anna Xili’s hand, and the other hand grabbed Anna Xili’s arm, standing behind Anna Xili, 

adjusting the angle. 

In this scene, the translator of the beautiful lady who was watching from a distance was immediately 

stunned. 

Because from her, the appearance of Lin Kai and Anna Xili at this time has to be imagined. 

And she never expected that Anna Xili and Lin Kai would be so close. 

If this were to let people from their country, and even men from all over the world, know about it, they 

would definitely be envious of Lin Kai. 

A woman who is one of the top daughters in the world, and a woman who may affect the changes in the 

world’s situation in the future, is even like this with a man from China. 

The beautiful translator was angry and anxious, but she couldn’t say anything, after all, it was Anna Xili’s 

willingness. 

She simply couldn’t understand why Anna Xili treated this man from China like this. 

With Lin Kai and Anna Xili, Lin Kai continued to teach Anna Xili. 

If you teach novices or something, Lin Kai would naturally not be able to teach it, but Anna Xili herself 

has reached the level of a professional player, so the intensity and the like can still be controlled. 

He only needs to teach some angles so that he can get a perfect goal into the hole. 

So at this time, Lin Kai took up Anna Xili’s hand while looking for a good angle. 

This made Anna Xili rolled her eyes and asked: “Are my hands easy to touch?” 

“I haven’t touched it before.” Lin Kai responded lightly. 

All of a sudden, Anna Xili became shy instantly. 

Lin Kai didn’t think much about it. He still did it like this. After teaching Anna Xili a few times, Anna Xili 

tried it again. 

Finally, Anna Xili can also, perfectly able to do what Lin opened before, directly let the golf ball fly into 

the hole. 



Suddenly Anna Xilis smile on her face became more intense, and Chao Lin Kai thanked him: “It looks like 

I lost, but in fact I won. Thank you for teaching me such a skill, so that I can participate in this golf. 

International competition.” 

Anna Xili said here, paused for a while, and then said: “I will leave Huaxia Nation tomorrow morning. 

From now on, will you go to my place?” 

Lin chuckled, “It will, but it’s not time soon.” 

Anna Xili took a serious look at Lin Kai. She didnt know whether what Lin Kai said was true or false, so 

she said: “Huh! I hope you are true. If it is false, I really You must expose your identity!” 

Lin Kai shook his head slightly: “Don’t worry, I will definitely go.” 

He actually doesn’t care, Anna Xili is exposed or not, but well, he does have to go there later to solve 

some things. 

Originally, Lin Kai planned to say goodbye to Anna Xili, unexpectedly Anna Xili took him again, went to 

the resting place, and drank with her. 

Lin Kai was helpless, and immediately under the stunned gaze of the beautiful translator, Anna Xili led 

Lin Kai into the private rest area here, drinking wine and the like. 

Towards the evening, when Anna Xili got drunk, Lin Kai got out. 

When he was about to leave this golf course, the beautiful translator stared at Lin Kai more and more 

badly. 

Lin Kai didn’t care much, and left here directly. 

He started to drive the car and returned home when night had just fallen. 

As soon as Lin Kai got home, he opened the space ring and the evil spirit was released. It was a young 

girl. 

The young girl’s name was Yang Muxue, who was originally an intern teacher at that school, but she 

accidentally discovered that the school was also the secret of a male teacher. 

That secret can affect the future of that male teacher. Before Yang Muxue could do anything, the male 

teacher decided to be cruel and planned to kill her. 

That male teacher was very shrewd in design and deliberately created a suicide phenomenon, so he 

could escape smoothly, no one doubted it. 

Now that male teacher is not in that school, Yang Muxue doesn’t know exactly where the male teacher 

is, but he knows that the male teacher is now somewhere in the East China Sea. 

Upon hearing this, Lin Kai asked the male teacher for specific information. 

Chapter 1637: Xue Guiyuan 

Chapter 1637 Xue Guiyuan 



After Lin Kai listened to Yang Muxue’s information, he immediately told the Yinshen to give up 

monitoring the Leiyuan Group and investigate how and where the male teacher named Xue Guiyuan 

was. 

However, through Qiao Shanshans memory, Yang Muxue had met Xue Guiyuan in the East China Sea a 

few days ago, indicating that Xue Guiyuan should still be in the East China Sea. 

Therefore, as long as the hidden **** is within the scope of the East China Sea, first search for it, so the 

scope is small and easier to find. Can find better, cannot find, only through other means. 

Now that Lin Kai had agreed to avenge Yang Muxue, she had to deal with it as soon as possible, so that 

Yang Muxue could reincarnate in peace sooner. 

What surprised Lin Kai was that within a few minutes, Yinshen found out that the current location of Xue 

Guiyuan was indeed in the East China Sea. Moreover, it is very close to his home. 

According to the information sent by Yinshen, it turned out that in the past two years, Xue Guiyuan had 

no idea why he had worshipped a master of calligraphy and painting as his disciple. Always there, 

concentrate on painting. 

In Lin Kai’s view, Xue Guiyuan should have known himself and killed an innocent girl. As the saying goes, 

don’t do bad things and don’t be afraid of ghosts knocking on the door. 

Xue Guiyuan obviously felt that he had done a great loss, so he wanted to protect himself in this way. 

Coincidentally, tonight is the opening day of a five-star hotel. 

The East China Sea is rising, and it was only evaluated as a new first-tier city this year. So that the big 

businessmen and the rich, seeing business opportunities, all invest in the East China Sea. 

This five-star hotel is invested here by a large group in the provincial capital. 

The five-star hotel was invested by a large group behind it, so many local forces in the East China Sea 

naturally gave a bit of face and went to participate in the opening ceremony. 

Including Li Chengjia, Li Shengxian, and other forces have passed. 

There was also Zhang Guangchun, the master of calligraphy and painting that Xue Guiyuan admired, and 

Zhang Guangchun also took Xue Guiyuan to participate. 

Therefore, with such a big movement, the hidden **** can be found so quickly. 

After reading the information, Lin Kai set off for the newly opened five-star hotel without thinking. 

As a shareholder of several companies in the East China Sea, Lin Kai and Li Shengxian were close to each 

other, and he successfully participated in the opening ceremony of this five-star hotel. 

Of course, the opening ceremony of this five-star hotel has come to an end. 

Li Shengxian has left long ago. Li Shengxian now put all his thoughts into the construction of the suburbs 

of the west of the city. He left immediately after showing his face after giving the gift. 



But Li Cheng’s family, the head of the Li family, was still here, and when he saw Lin Kai also come here, 

his eyes instantly brightened. 

Li Chengjia now admires Lin Kai even more, because Li Shengxian wants to invest in that piece of land in 

the western suburbs of the city. 

But after that, a series of developments in that place. Coupled with the movies made by Lin Kai’s 

investment and the ancient buildings behind the mountains, he saw hope. 

To be precise, it is not hope, but that place must be a place where you will make a lot of money in the 

future. 

Especially Li Chengjia also learned that the reason why Li Shengxian insisted on investing in that place 

was also because of Lin Kai. 

Therefore, the current Li Cheng’s family sees Lin Kai like a baby, and respects Lin Kai very much. 

At this time, Li Chengs family picked up a glass of wine and smiled at Lin: “Mr. Lin, I didnt expect you to 

come here, but how come here so late, its almost over. You see, now Master Zhang Guangchun is 

starting to This hotel, I have written a blessing verse. When it is finished, it is almost over.” 

While talking, Li Cheng’s family looked towards the middle of the hall, where there was a long table, 

where there were pens, inks, papers, inkstones, and drawing paper. 

There was an old man with a white beard, who was walking towards the long table. 

The old man with white beard is Zhang Guangchun, one of the most famous calligraphers and painters in 

China. His paintings and calligraphy can often be sold at very high prices. 

This five-star hotel specially invited Zhang Guangchun to write and write for the hotel as a blessing, 

which will be hung in the lobby of this hotel. 

Lin Kai just responded with a smile to Li Chengjia’s words, and didn’t say much. 

The people on the scene saw Zhang Guangchun starting to write calligraphy and calligraphy, and they all 

watched with interest. 

After all, those who can come to the scene at least have a certain status. The more one has status, the 

more he pursues this kind of spiritual level. In short, it is arty and high society. 

The painting and calligraphy is one of arty. 

Therefore, most of the people at the scene have some understanding of calligraphy and painting. 

They all know Zhang Guangchun’s ability, at least in the current calligraphy and painting circles, he is still 

a great master. 

Someone even couldnt help but said: “Master Zhang Guangchun has not produced a hand-painted 

calligraphy and calligraphy by himself for a long time. Unexpectedly, the big group behind this hotel can 

invite Master Zhang Guangchun to carry out the calligraphy and calligraphy in person. Moreover, its 

even rarer to pick up the pen and calligraphy on site. .” 



“Yeah, I saw Master Zhang Guangchun once, personally mentioning paintings and calligraphy here, and 

it was not a waste of time.” 

When people at the scene were talking about it, Zhang Guangchun had already walked to the long table, 

and Zhang Guangchun followed closely behind, and came a man in his thirties, dressed in a blue robe. 

Dressed up just like the literati in the country. 

At this moment, Yang Muxue in the space ring suddenly shouted to Lin Kai: “That’s the person! That’s 

the person! The man in the blue robe following behind, he is Xue Guiyuan!” 

Lin Kai couldn’t help but looked over and fell on the man in the blue robe, that is, Xue Guiyuan. 

Xue Guiyuan was standing next to Zhang Guangchun at this time, seeming to be acting as Zhang 

Guangchun’s assistant. 

Lin Kai narrowed his eyes and couldn’t help walking towards the long table in the middle. 

And Li Cheng’s family, the general manager of the hotel, and several other famous East China Sea 

powers, including the owners and chairman of the board, also surrounded the long table. They all went 

to observe the paintings and calligraphy proposed by Zhang Guangchun up close. 

It was Xue Guiyuan, who was there for Zhang Guangchun, grinding ink. 

Li Chengjia looked at Xue Guiyuan and said with a smile: “It’s really scary to be born after generation. 

There are also emerging disciples of painting and calligraphy under Master Zhang Guangchun, who are 

emerging, and the future achievements are estimated to be no less than Master Zhang Guangchun. 

When Xue Guiyuan heard what Li Chengjia said, he was actually very proud, even arrogant. He not only 

believed that Li Chengjia was right, but also believed that he would definitely be able to surpass Zhang 

Guangchun’s level. 

However, Xue Guiyuan hid it very deeply, on the surface it was a very humble look, and said to Li 

Chengjia very politely: “Patriarch Li, it’s really polite.” 

Chapter 1638: So Hypocritical 

Chapter 1638: So Hypocritical 

Li Chengjia said so, naturally because he wanted to curry favor with Zhang Guangchun. After all, he 

believes that if the suburbs in the west of the city are to be built, Zhang Guangchun will have to be there 

in person for them, so as to draw and calligraphy. 

It’s still very good to have such a row. 

At this time, Zhang Guangchun smiled at Li Chengjia: “President Li, in fact, you are not wrong. My 

disciple Xue Guiyuan will definitely be better than blue in the future. He is also very low-key and 

peaceful. This kind of mentality, I can study calligraphy and calligraphy with great concentration. I have 

several disciples, why I only brought him here tonight because of his outstanding talent.” 

Those who can be invited to participate in this opening ceremony are all decent figures. Even if Lin Kai 

entered here, he needed various proofs. 



So Xue Guiyuan came here, of course, because of Zhang Guangchun. Otherwise, Xue Guiyuan’s ability is 

far from enough to get in. 

When Xue Guiyuan heard Zhang Guangchun say this, he became more arrogant in his heart. In fact, he 

was thinking, old man, not only do I want to surpass you, I have to strive to surpass you in another ten 

years! 

More importantly, Xue Guiyuan knows to seize this rare opportunity. 

After all, those who can come here are all from the East China Sea and the provincial capital, the upper 

class circles. 

As long as you have integrated into this upper class circle, you won’t have to worry about anything in the 

future. Selling your own painting and calligraphy opportunities is the only regret now. He has no chance 

to show his calligraphy and painting in front of these people. 

Next, Xue Guiyuan was very pleased. He didn’t expect that there were people beside him. He should 

have heard Zhang Guangchun’s praise to Xue Guiyuan. 

This person is the general manager of the five-star hotel and will be fully responsible for this hotel in the 

future. He said at this time: “Since Master Zhang Guangchun has said so, his disciple Xue Guiyuan will be 

better than blue in the future. Why not wait for Master Zhang Guangchun, After the painting and 

calligraphy, let Xue Guiyuan also show it, maybe he will become a master later, it will become a master 

work! 

Xue Guiyuan almost couldn’t help laughing when he heard the words of the general manager of this 

five-star hotel. God helped him. He just regretted not having a chance to show himself. Unexpectedly, it 

was delivered to the door. 

As long as he shows himself, whether it is because he is really good at painting and calligraphy, or 

because of Zhang Guangchun’s face, he will be praised more or less. 

In this way, Xue Guiyuan can use this to publicize it, and then pack himself. No matter what he paints, 

his value must rise! 

Xue Guiyuan was very excited when he thought of this. Of course, he was pretending to be very calm on 

the surface. 

However, Zhang Guangchun first looked at Xue Guiyuan, then at the crowd, and said with a smile: “You 

guys don’t look forward to it for the time being, let my disciple study for a while, and then show it to 

everyone.” 

Xue Guiyuan heard Zhang Guangchun’s words, and suddenly cursed this Guangchun in his heart. 

Although Zhang Guangchun was his master, he didn’t even see Zhang Guangchun in his eyes. If he 

hadn’t been able to teach him painting and calligraphy, he would have turned his face straight now. 

Fortunately, at this time, the general manager of the five-star hotel said again, “Master Zhang 

Guangchun, what are you talking about? It’s just a happy one. Your disciple will really become a master 

in the future. This is my hotel. A blessing.” 



Several people nearby were also persuading Zhang Guangchun to let his disciple Xue Guiyuan show his 

hand. 

Xue Guiyuan smiled in his heart, all of them were his assists. Based on his understanding of Zhang 

Guangchun, Zhang Guangchun would definitely agree. 

Sure enough, Zhang Guangchun said: “Since you all said so, let my disciple wait to show his ugliness.” 

Xue Guiyuan became more excited when he heard Zhang Guangchun say this, thinking that after 

tonight, his worth would soon rise. When the time comes, use some more methods to increase your 

worth. 

Waiting for a certain time, I will stand on my own, how can I be willing to stay under Zhang Guangchun’s 

door? 

He even had a vicious idea, that is, he would take Zhang Guangchun as his own sect and occupy Zhang 

Guangchun’s granddaughter as himself. 

Zhang Guangchun didn’t know that his seemingly peaceful disciple would have so many vicious thoughts 

in his heart. 

At this time, Zhang Guangchun began to pick up the brush and began formal painting and calligraphy. 

Lin Kai just came over. Li Cheng’s family had invited Lin Kai to come with him before, but Lin Kai did not 

go. 

It wasn’t until Yang Muxue said that Xue Guiyuan next to Zhang Guangchun was the murderer, and Lin 

Kai came over now. 

As soon as Lin Kai walked directly to Xue Guiyuan’s side, he stared at Xue Guiyuan quietly. 

Xue Guiyuan was still there, immersed in excitement, but suddenly felt that something was staring at 

him. 

Xue Guiyuan couldn’t help but raised his head and saw Lin Kai watching him. 

He didn’t know why, being stared at by Lin Kai made him feel very uncomfortable. Especially, he was still 

inexplicably aware 

There seemed to be a second pair of eyes, as if they were hidden, staring at him. 

Xue Guiyuan endured the impatience in his heart, and said calmly on the surface: “Excuse me, are you?” 

“Lin Kai.” Lin Kai responded lightly. 

Xue Guiyuan was even more strange. He didn’t know this Lin Kai, but he could come here when he saw 

that this person was so young. He was also a second generation if he wanted to. 

So, Xue Guiyuan said again: “Mr. Lin is here to observe my master’s paintings and calligraphy up close, 

right?” 

Lin Kai didn’t say anything, he felt that Xue Guiyuan was so hypocritical. 



Xue Guiyuan thought that Lin Kai was very interested. After all, coming here at such a young age would 

definitely have an unusual family background. 

If he met Lin Kai, it would be easier for him to quickly improve his worth. 

Therefore, Xue Guiyuan worked very hard at this time, first to introduce what Zhang Guangchun is 

currently writing. 

And coupled with his own unique explanation, I hope Lin Kai has a very powerful impression of him in 

this respect. 

If Xue Guiyuan knew that Lin Kai was not like this, but was avenging Yang Muxue, he would definitely 

not speak so hard. 

On the contrary, a few people nearby heard Xue Guiyuan’s unique explanation and praised Xue Guiyuan 

one by one, which made Xue Guiyuan work harder. 

What only made Xue Guiyuan very strange was that no matter what he said or said, Lin Kai looked very 

calm, as if to Lin Kai, it was like a pediatrician. 

This caused Xue Guiyuan to curse Lin Kai constantly in his heart, wasting his tongue. 

Fortunately, his unique explanation attracted the approval of the other people nearby, which is not a 

waste. 

Chapter 1639: With All Due Respect 

Chapter 1639 

At this time, Li Chengjia smiled and said, “Master Zhang Guangchuns calligraphy and painting are indeed 

top-notch, so lets not even think about it. After all, this painting and calligraphy is already the treasure 

of this hotel. I am still looking forward to the paintings and calligraphy by Xue Guiyuan. . 

If Xue Guiyuan’s calligraphy and painting are good, I must be robbing my head, and I have to get the 

calligraphy and painting written by Xue Guiyuan. As Manager Wang said, perhaps Xue Guiyuan will 

become a master in the future. By then, the value will be very high. “ 

Hearing what Li Chengjia said, several other people also laughed, and they all said they wanted to fight 

for Xue Guiyuan’s calligraphy and painting. 

Xue Guiyuan is now even more excited when he hears this. These are the top presences in the East 

China Sea who are snatching his calligraphy and painting. More and more favorable, his external 

propaganda! 

Xue Guiyuan had already put Lin Kai behind, anyway, he thought that Lin Kai didn’t know good or bad. 

Without even looking at Lin Kai, he smiled at Li Cheng’s family and said, “Thanks to the love of several 

seniors, the teacher is about to finish painting and calligraphy. When the teacher is completely finished, 

I will paint and call for you.” 



But before Li Cheng’s family could say something, Lin Kai couldn’t help but say to Xue Guiyuan lightly: 

“You have been talking about cursive script for so long before, are you good at cursive script, or 

something else?” 

Xue Guiyuan was stunned in vain, as if he didn’t expect that Lin Shanxi asked him that. 

If only Lin Kai is here, he still doesn’t bother to pay attention, but Li Cheng’s family is here, he can’t help 

but answer. If you really don’t answer, then you will have a bad impression in front of everyone. 

What’s more, Xue Guiyuan can still detect that Li Cheng’s family seems to respect Lin Kai very much. 

Therefore, after Xue Guiyuan thought for a while, he said: “What I am best at is running regular script.” 

Lin Kai nodded slightly and said, “Okay, then you can use the Xingkai script that you are best at, come 

and call for painting and calligraphy.” 

Xue Guiyuan was stunned again, completely wondering what Lin Kai meant. 

But after Lin Kai finished speaking, Li Cheng’s family agreed with Lin Kai’s proposal. 

And listening to the voices of several members of Li Cheng’s family, they are indeed respectful to Lin Kai. 

Naturally, Xue Guiyuan couldn’t say anything, he could only agree, not to mention that he used what he 

was best at, so that he could amaze the audience and could not ask for something. 

At exactly this time, Zhang Guangchun also finished painting and calligraphy, and the staff carefully put 

away the paintings and calligraphy that Zhang Guangchun had painted. 

In the future, this calligraphy and painting written by Guangchun will be hung in the lobby of this five-

star hotel. 

And Zhang Guangchun also knows and everyone is looking forward to the paintings and calligraphy of 

his disciple. 

So Zhang Guangchun immediately gave way and let Xue Guiyuan take over his position. 

At this time, Xue Guiyuan began to pick up the brush and began to calligraphy and painting. 

In these two years, Xue Guiyuan has indeed learned some skills, after all, Zhang Guangchun personally 

taught it. 

At present, the fonts of Xue Guiyuan’s calligraphy and paintings have been praised by many people at 

the scene. 

Li Cheng’s family and others nodded one by one when they saw the calligraphy and painting that Xue 

Guiyuan was writing now. 

Lin Kai looked at Xue Guiyuan calmly, listening to what Yang Muxue said. 

At the beginning, Yang Muxue had no intention of discovering Xue Guiyuan’s secret, and that was 

because Xue Guiyuan did have some talent in painting and calligraphy. Because Xue Guiyuan is very 

good at copying, so he moved his mind and cooperated with others to copy fake banknotes, just like the 

real one. 



Then use the counterfeit money to sell to others to do this illegal thing. 

Yang Muxue happened to see it, and Xue Guiyuan copied counterfeit banknotes there, and even 

negotiated prices with people. 

Therefore, Yang Muxue was killed in this way. 

Lin Kai looked at Xue Guiyuan, his eyes calm and terrifying. 

Whether it was killing the innocent Yang Muxue or getting fake banknotes, Xue Guiyuan could say that it 

was a heinous crime. 

Lin Kai naturally wouldn’t let this Xue Guiyuan continue to get away with it. 

Of course, since he hasn’t taken a shot now, there are still other factors to consider. 

But this is under Lin Kai’s control. 

At this moment, Xue Guiyuan’s calligraphy and painting were very fast, and he immediately finished the 

calligraphy and painting. The writing in Xingkai was very good. 

“This handwriting is very good! It has the style of a master!” Li Chengjia’s eyes lit up. 

Several other people also praised each one, saying that the calligraphy and painting were good. 

Zhang Guangchun also showed a trace of satisfaction, this is his proud disciple. 

Xue Guiyuan was very proud of everyone’s reaction, and everyone’s reaction should be like this. But he 

suddenly frowned because he noticed that Lin Kai still had a very calm expression, as if he hadn’t shown 

this painting and calligraphy in his eyes. 

This made Xue Guiyuan very upset with Lin Kai and couldn’t help but ask Lin Kai: “Lin Kai first, how about 

my painting and calligraphy?” 

As soon as he finished speaking, there was something wrong with Xue Guiyuan. Because he saw Lin Kai, 

the next moment he was calm, but he showed a slight disdain, as if he was very disdainful of this 

calligraphy and painting. 

Did not wait for Xue Guiyuan to continue to say anything. 

Lin Kai was very disappointed and shook his head: “I thought I had something to do. The paintings were 

so unbearable, the paintings and calligraphy were simply rubbish. Don’t look at the surface, the 

handwriting is similar, but the strokes are drawn in between. It’s unbearable. It just copied the surface, 

but didn’t copy the real flavor.” 

Hearing what Lin Kai said, especially the word copying, made Xue Guiyuans past reverberate in his heart, 

making him feel uncomfortable inexplicably. 

Being able to copy his appearance is his biggest secret. 

However, in his opinion, Lin Kai had no intention of saying this. Even so, Xue Guiyuan felt even more 

unhappy with Lin Kai’s evaluation. 



Xue Guiyuan hasnt said anything yet. The general manager of this five-star hotel was quite unhappy 

when he heard Lin Kai comment on Xue Guiyuan like this: “You dont know what painting and calligraphy 

you are? There is no such thing as your evaluation of painting and calligraphy, and Xue Guiyuans 

painting and calligraphy is nothing. The problem is that you are picking the bones in your own eggs, and 

you’ve gone too far.” 

After all, Xue Guiyuan is a disciple of Zhang Guangchun. 

Zhang Guangchun is a special guest from the Transparent Hotel, and when it is about to end, he 

personally writes calligraphy and painting. Although Lin Kai was not talking about Zhang Guangchun, he 

was Zhang Guangchun’s disciple. 

Therefore, the general manager of this five-star hotel still stood up and spoke for Xue Guiyuan. 

At this time, Zhang Guangchun also said, “This is Mr. Lin Kai. I have been admired for a long time. But 

Mr. Lin Kai is a tall person, so he can say whatever he says, even if my disciple paints well, he is so 

unprofessional. No matter how the gaze is in the eyes of Mr. Lin Kai, it is unbearable.” 

When Lin Kai heard this, he faintly responded: “Since you have said so, then I will speak more bluntly. 

With all due respect, Xue Guiyuan’s paintings and calligraphy are not shit.” 

Chapter 1640: Know Nothing? 

Chapter 1640 Don’t Know Anything? 

When Lin Kai said this, he ignored everyone’s astonishment, paused for a while, and continued: “In my 

opinion, Xue Guiyuan’s painting and calligraphy is not worth buying for a cent. Whether it is hanging at 

home or Where it is hung, or put it away, it will only humiliate. 

Although the appearance of this kind of imitated thing is well imitated, the actual core is not 

understood. And the words are as they are, the handwriting of this calligraphy and painting is extremely 

ugly. “ 

Even if Lin Kai throws it away, he knows that Xue Guiyuan’s activities are behind him, even if it is seen 

from the perspective of painting and calligraphy, this Xue Guiyuan’s painting and calligraphy is really 

bad. 

It is nothing more than Li Cheng’s, the general manager of the five-star hotel, and several other 

chairman or patrons who want to curry favor with Zhang Guangchun. 

After all, Zhang Guangchun, as a famous teacher of domestic calligraphy and painting, knows a lot of 

powerful people across the country, just have this network. So much so that they all touted Xue 

Guiyuan, Zhang Guangchun’s disciple. 

As long as Xue Guiyuan’s paintings are not terrible, of course he wants to give Zhang Guangchun’s face 

and tout how good Xue Guiyuan’s paintings and calligraphy are. 

As for how Lin Kai understands painting and calligraphy, it is naturally because he has completed the 

task of rewarding silver extraction ability. There is a silver extraction ability, that is, the knowledge and 

practice that can extract calligraphy and painting characters. 



As long as Lin Kai is willing, he can become the top calligraphy and painting master. 

Lin Kai thought that he would never use this silver extraction ability in his entire life, but he didn’t expect 

to be able to use it now. Therefore, he will still do the system tasks of rewarding silver extraction ability 

and gold extraction ability. 

At this time, Lin Kai’s words shocked everyone at the scene. 

It never occurred to him that Lin meeting was in front of everyone, and he would not give Zhang 

Guangchun any face at all, and he would also give Zhang Guangchun’s disciple Xue Guiyuan worthless. 

However, some people who know a little about calligraphy and painting agree with Lin Kai’s statement. 

Why do you say something? That’s because I only agree with Lin Kai’s saying that Xue Guiyuan’s 

paintings and calligraphy are really bad, but not so bad, at least better than those who have studied for 

many years. 

In other words, Xue Guiyuan is a disciple of Zhang Guangchun, who has studied for two years. At the 

level, it is still difficult to find a few people among the domestic peers to compare with Xue Guiyuan. 

The most embarrassed face was naturally Xue Guiyuan, and he was also dumbfounded. Unexpectedly, 

Lin Junjun criticized him like this, and in his impression, it was indeed the first time that he met Lin Kai, 

and he did not offend him. 

Xue Guiyuan couldn’t understand it, but he used extremely vicious language in his heart to scold Lin Kai 

frantically. Even on the surface, with the deep thoughts of his city government, at this moment a trace 

of anger has been written on his face. 

He was only one step away and succeeded! It will be passed immediately. The praise of the top few in 

the East China Sea, as well as the presence of many celebrities on the scene, will be able to pass ten or a 

hundred, and spread his reputation with a little publicity tomorrow. 

How did you know that Cheng Yaojin was killed halfway through. 

Xue Guiyuan was naturally furious. On the surface, he stared at Lin Kai and said with a sneer: “Mr. Lin 

Kai, do you think my paintings and calligraphy are nothing? And they are worthless? You comment on 

me like this, and want to come to calligraphy and painting. , There is also a certain level. You might as 

well talk about how do you personally understand calligraphy and painting? 

And from what perspective do you judge, what is good and bad in a calligraphy? Especially, are my 

paintings and calligraphy what you said? “ 

Let alone Xue Guiyuan, even Zhang Guangchun felt dull at this time. Although he was talking about his 

disciples, it was the laziness of the so-called lazy teacher. It’s not explanatory to be said of his disciples 

this way. Isn’t his teaching okay? 

Moreover, in front of so many people, Zhang Guangchun’s expression was equally embarrassing. After 

hearing what Xue Guiyuan said, he couldn’t help but say to Lin Kai: “I also want to hear, Mr. Lin Kai, your 

unique explanation.” 

The Li Cheng family saw this scene, but they didn’t expect it to develop into this way. 



Li Chengjia wanted to persuade Lin Kai a few times, but he hadn’t waited for him to speak. 

Lin Kai walked to Xue Guiyuan’s side and let him go away. He picked up the writing brush on the long 

table and said lightly: “I have already said that Xue Guiyuan is just a copy of the appearance, it is nothing 

more than to learn a deeper flavor. Xue Guiyuan wrote in block script, and I will also write a calligraphy 

and painting in block script. 

After I finish writing this calligraphy and painting, I don’t need to say anything more. As long as you 

compare the calligraphy and calligraphy I wrote with the calligraphy and calligraphy written by Xue 

Guiyuan. You will understand why I would say that Xue Guiyuan’s paintings and calligraphy are 

worthless and nothing. “ 

Lin Kai naturally wanted to use that to improve the silver extraction ability of calligraphy and painting. 

The calligraphy and painting level of this silver extraction ability is the level of those top masters in 

ancient times. 

The top masters in ancient times are many times more powerful than the top masters today. 

Not to mention other things, the current top masters are nothing more than learning from the top 

masters of ancient times, rather than creating a school. That alone would be a winner. 

Therefore, Lin Kai did not hesitate to use it to improve the silver extraction ability of calligraphy and 

painting, and then he picked up the brush again, but he was not in a hurry to go to calligraphy and 

painting. 

On the other hand, everyone at the scene saw that Lin Kai had been holding a brush all the time, and he 

hadn’t started writing, all of them were surprised and began to talk. 

“Does this person know how to calligraphy and painting? I guessed that he was bragging until he 

believed it. When I really wanted to go to calligraphy and painting, I realized that I didn’t know how to 

do it at all. Therefore, he hasn’t written anything yet.” 

“Hey, it’s reasonable! This kid must be like this! It’s completely digging holes for himself! I said before, 

it’s the same as the truth, now I really want to practice painting and calligraphy, this one is silly!” 

Most people are gloating, after all, they all want to curry favor with Zhang Guangchun. At this time, to 

ridicule Lin Kai, Zhang Guangchun will definitely remember them. 

Then it will be easier to contact Zhang Guangchun in the future. 

As a result, they ridiculed Lin Kai mercilessly. 

The remaining small group of people knew Lin Kai’s identity. They were afraid of Lin Kai’s identity, 

otherwise they would laugh at it. 

Xue Guiyuan heard the dissatisfaction with Lin Kai from everyone at the scene, and saw that Lin Kai 

hadn’t started writing at this time, and there was a thick mocking smile on the corners of his mouth. He 

didn’t know anything about painting and calligraphy. This kind of person is even pointing fingers at him, 

now he is in his original form! 



Xue Guiyuan’s face again showed an extremely proud expression. Especially when I heard from people 

nearby, there were more and more discussions, all of which were saying that Lin Kai actually didn’t know 

anything about this painting. 

 


